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Abstract 18 

Besides mantle depletion, oceanic crustal accretion at mid-ocean ridges is a function 19 

of spreading rate and mantle temperature, which are intertwined in affecting melt 20 

production and oceanic crustal thickness. Sparse and irregular seismic and 21 

geochemical observations on a global scale show no clear correlation between crustal 22 

thickness and spreading rate along slow to fast-spreading centers. Here, we compile a 23 

global oceanic crustal thickness model from gravity data to revisit this possible 24 

correlation at a higher resolution and a global scale. Gravity-observed melt volume 25 

shows a clear positive correlation with spreading rate, implying that spreading rate is 26 
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the dominant factor in melt production. However, we found a clear negative 27 

correlation between oceanic crustal thickness and spreading rate from slow to fast-28 

spreading centers. This trend is further consolidated by increasing Curie point depth, a 29 

geothermal proxy, and ridge depth with increasing spreading rate. Thus, the 30 

decreasing mantle temperature probably also contributes to crustal thinning from slow 31 

to fast-spreading centers. Low inferred melt volumes beneath fast-spreading centers 32 

are consistent with a 20°C drop in mantle temperature, which may be caused by 33 

highly efficient hydrothermal cooling. 34 

Keywords: Oceanic crustal thickness; Gravity inversion; Melt volume; Spreading 35 

rate; Mantle temperature; Hydrothermal circulation. 36 

 37 

1. Introduction 38 

Approximately 60% of the Earth's crust is formed by mantle decompression 39 

melting at mid-ocean ridges (Müller et al. 2008). The processes of oceanic crustal 40 

accretion vary with spreading rate (Christeson et al. 2019). At slow-spreading centers, 41 

magma supply is episodic (Bach and Fruh-Green 2010), with deep and rarely 42 

detectable magma chambers (Purdy et al. 1992; Searle 2013) and highly variable 43 

crustal thickness and seafloor morphology (Chen 1992; Lin and Morgan 1992). In 44 

contrast, at fast-spreading ridges, magma supply is stable (Christeson et al. 2019), 45 

with much shallower and more observable magma chambers, and relatively uniform 46 

crustal thickness and seafloor morphology (Lin and Morgan 1992). A variety of 47 
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parameters, such as mantle melting extent (Niu and Hékinian 1997) mantle upwelling 48 

rate (Forsyth 1992), and simulated melt volume (Bown and White 1994), correlate 49 

well with spreading rate. However, oceanic crustal thickness does not show a clear 50 

dependence on spreading rate, except for a decrease from slow to ultraslow-spreading 51 

centers (half spreading rate Sr < 10 mm/yr) (Bown and White 1994; Chen 1992; 52 

Christeson et al. 2019; Dick et al. 2003; Jokat et al. 2003; Reid and Jackson 1981; 53 

White et al. 1992). 54 

Crustal thickness observations by seismic experiments and geochemical 55 

measurements are sparse and scattered (Bown and White 1994; Chen 1992; 56 

Christeson et al. 2019; Reid and Jackson 1981; White et al. 1992), and more than half 57 

concentrate on ultraslow-spreading centers (Sr < 10 mm/yr). Multiple seismic 58 

observations in old crust are probably modulated by lithospheric cooling effect  59 

(Christeson et al. 2019; Van Avendonk et al. 2016) or late tectonic events. Global 60 

seismic crustal models (e.g., Crust 1.0) (Laske et al. 2013) lack sufficient resolution to 61 

clearly resolve  crustal thickness variations.  62 

In contrast, satellite gravity observations provide a 2 arc min resolution on a 63 

global scale (Bonvalot et al. 2012). After excluding major density anomalies within 64 

oceanic lithosphere, residual gravity field could reflect the undulation of Moho 65 

interface (Li and Wang 2016). Therefore, crustal thicknesses derived from gravity 66 

data have a denser and more uniform global coverage compared with those from 67 

conventional methods (Searle 2013). The gravity approach has been widely applied to 68 

estimating Moho depths and variations of crustal thickness in various oceans (Alvey 69 
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et al. 2008; Lebedeva‐Ivanova et al. 2019; Li and Wang 2016; Suo et al. 2016; 70 

Wang et al. 2011). For example, in the Atlantic Ocean, crustal thicknesses derived 71 

from gravity data are used to classify crust and track hotspots trails (Wang et al. 72 

2011). 73 

In this study, we compile a 10 km resolution global oceanic crustal thickness 74 

model based on 2 arc min satellite gravity data (Bonvalot et al. 2012). Then, crustal 75 

thicknesses are compared to spreading rate on crust younger than 5 Ma and more than 76 

500 km from hotspots. Because temperature also affects mantle melting and oceanic 77 

crustal accretion (Langmuir and Forsyth 2007), we further investigate Curie point 78 

depth and water depth of mid-ocean ridge, both of which are geothermal proxies, and 79 

study their variations with spreading rate. We calculate gravity-derived melt volumes 80 

per unit time at different spreading centers and compare them with simulated volumes.  81 

2. Residual complete Bouguer gravity anomalies  82 

2.1. Data  83 

The 2 arc min global free-air gravity model (WGM2012) (Bonvalot et al. 84 

2012), which combines satellite-derived EGM2008 model (Pavlis et al. 2008) with 85 

updated Arctic gravity data  (Andersen 2010), is used to estimate global Moho depth 86 

in this study. To avoid the potential circular logic between gravimetric correction and 87 

oceanic crustal thickness calculation, two bathymetric datasets were applied in our 88 

study. The one arc min global relief model ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009), 89 

which integrates various global and regional datasets estimated from satellite 90 
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altimetry, was utilized for gravimetric corrections. The other one arc min minute 91 

global bathymetry model GEBCO (Tozer et al., 2019), without any estimation from 92 

gravity data, was adopted for thickness calculation, thus weakening the dependence 93 

on gravity signals. The global Curie point depth model of 10 arc min resolution (Li et 94 

al. 2017) is built from the magnetic anomaly model EMAG2  (Maus et al. 2009). Both 95 

global oceanic age and spreading rate model are with a resolution of 6 arc min from 96 

Müller et al (2008). Overall, age errors do not exceed 2 Ma along active spreading 97 

ridges. 98 

2.2. Gravity Corrections 99 

Residual complete Bouguer gravity anomalies mainly reflect Moho 100 

undulations, because Moho discontinuity has the largest density contrast in the 101 

lithosphere. Firstly, global complete Bouguer gravity anomaly is obtained after 102 

Bouguer slab correction (Bullard A), Earth's curvature correction (Bullard B), and 103 

terrain correction (Bullard C) (Fullea et al. 2008). Slab correction is based on an 104 

infinite plate model by assuming a density of  1.03 × 103 kg/m3 for seawater and  2.9 × 105 

103 kg/m3 for oceanic crust. Curvature correction considers the curvature of the 106 

Earth's surface by shifting the infinite slab into a spherical cap with a radius of 167 107 

km. Based on the distance between topography anomaly and calculation point, three 108 

zones are defined in terrain correction. The total correction of Bullard B and C is 109 

around ±10 mGal in oceanic domain. 110 

Secondly, thermal gravity correction is performed to remove the gravitational 111 

effect of oceanic lithospheric cooling. Based on the half-space cooling model 112 
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(Turcotte and Schubert 2002), temperature field (T) of a 3-D thermal model 113 

(10×10×10 km3 in grid size) of the oceanic lithosphere is given by 114 

,                   (1) 115 

where t is the oceanic age (Müller et al. 2008) and h is the lithospheric depth (Yoshii 116 

1975). The parameters used in thermal correction are listed in Table 1. The thermal 117 

structure is transferred into a 3-D density contrast grid employing a thermal expansion 118 

equation, namely, 119 

.                        (2) 120 

 121 

Table.1 Parameters applied in gravity corrections 122 

Parameter Definition Value 
ρw Water density, kg m-3 1.03× 103 
ρc Crust density, kg m-3 2.9× 103 
ρm Mantle density, kg m-3 3.3× 103 
κ Thermal diffusivity, m2 s-1 10-6 
α Volumetric thermal coefficient expansion, °C−1 3×10-5 
T0 Temperature at the plate surface, °C 0 
Tm Temperature at the plate bottom, °C 1300 

The 3-D lithospheric thermal gravity anomaly can then be calculated from 123 

equations (1) and (2). Sedimentary correction is not needed, because our study mainly 124 

focuses on the active ridges, where sedimentary thicknesses are generally very thin (< 125 

200 m) (Divins 2004). 126 
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3. Estimation of global oceanic crustal thickness 127 

To estimate Moho depths, we apply Parker-Oldenburg iterative inversion 128 

method (Gómez-Ortiz and Agarwal 2005; Oldenburg 1974; Parker 1972), which links 129 

Fourier transform of gravity anomaly to that of Moho surface undulation. Moho 130 

density contrast and initial average Moho depth are two key input parameters for 131 

inversion. Gabbro density in the lowermost oceanic crust could reach 2.9-2.95 g/cm3 132 

(Rabbel et al. 2013), whereas empirical mantle density is 3.3 g/cm3. We adopt a 133 

constant global density contrast of 0.39 g/cm3 across Moho. The initial Moho depth is 134 

tested between 18 and 28 km in a 0.5 km step, referring to the mean seismic global 135 

Moho depth of 23 km  (Laske et al. 2013). Finally, the initial average Moho depth is 136 

set at 19.5 km below sea level, when our gravity-derived Moho agrees well with 137 

seismic Moho (Laske et al. 2013). To constrain long wavelength signals and improve 138 

the convergence of this iteration process, gravity data are filtered with a lower and 139 

upper cut-off wavenumber of 0.002 km-1 and 0.012 km-1, respectively  (Li and Wang 140 

2016). The number of iterations is set at 150, large enough to make the difference in 141 

root-mean-square error between last two Moho depths lower than a convergence 142 

criteria 0.2 km. 143 

Global oceanic crustal thicknesses from gravity inversion mostly range from 0 144 

to 20 km and are independent of crustal age (Fig. 1). Overall, this model correlates 145 

well with seismic model Crust 1.0 (Laske et al. 2013) (Fig. 2a). While most seismic 146 

crustal thicknesses are narrowly concentrated on a mean value of 7 km (Fig. 2b), our 147 
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gravity-derived thickness can be best fitted by a sum of two normal distributions (Fig. 148 

2c), one with a mean of 7.3 km from normal oceanic crustal thicknesses, and another 149 

with a mean of 13.5 km from seamounts, plateaus, volcanic chains, and ridges. These 150 

average values are consistent with seismic and geochemical observations (Searle 151 

2013; White et al. 1992). 152 

A uniform density contrast at the crust-mantle boundary may be biased, as 153 

local tectonic structures around mid-ocean ridge may affect gravity estimation. Firstly, 154 

mantle exhumation and serpentinization along ultraslow and slow-spreading ridges 155 

can result in low complete Bouguer gravity anomaly and apparently thin crust being 156 

inferred from gravity inversions. Nevertheless, its areal proportion is estimated to be 157 

only about  10% within 5 Ma isochrons along slow-spreading ridges (Tucholke et al. 158 

2008). Secondly, beneath fast-spreading ridges, shallow (1.5-2 km) axial melting lens 159 

may also decrease complete Bouguer gravity anomaly, leading to large estimates of 160 

crustal thicknesses. However, the widths of axial melting lens are only around 4-7 km 161 

(Arnulf et al. 2014; Dunn et al. 2000), rather lower than the width of between two 5 162 

Ma isochrons (500-1200 km). Furthermore, we exclude most abnormally thick or thin 163 

crust resulted from local tectonic structures by using a confidence interval (2.5 164 

standard deviation within a spreading rate bin of 2 mm/yr). In summary, our gravity-165 

derived result may not be as accurate as from local seismic measurements, but 166 

preserves the main features of seismic model, while providing a denser and more 167 

uniform coverage. Our model can be used to analyze thickness variation 168 

systematically on a global scale. 169 
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4. Crustal thickness, melt volume versus spreading rate 170 

4.1. Crustal thickness versus spreading rate 171 

According to previous studies (Searle 2013) and the distribution of gravity-172 

derived crustal thickness at different half spreading rates Sr (Fig. 7), global mid-ocean 173 

ridges are divided into four categories, namely ultraslow (Sr < 10 mm/yr), slow-174 

medium (10 < Sr < 50 mm/yr), fast (50 < Sr < 95 mm/yr), and superfast (Sr > 95 175 

mm/yr) spreading ridges. The ultraslow and superfast-spreading ridges are further 176 

discussed in Appendix A. A broad variation of crustal thickness at slow-spreading 177 

centers can be observed, but we found a steady crustal thickness decrease, from 8.5 to 178 

6.2 km on average, from slow to fast-spreading centers (Fig. 3; 10 < Sr < 95 mm/yr), 179 

which can be fitted with a linear regression. This observed trend seems to be opposite 180 

to previous models that showed increasing melting with increasing spreading rate 181 

(Fig. 3 inset b (Bown and White 1994)). However, in these numerical models, mantle 182 

potential temperature is assumed to be a constant 1300 ºC. Additionally, the variation 183 

of melting area becomes relatively insensitive to increasing spreading rate when Sr > 184 

10 mm/yr (Fig. 3 inset b (Bown and White 1994)). The decreasing crustal thickness 185 

and insensitivity of melting area to spreading rate suggest that mantle potential 186 

temperature plays a major role in oceanic accretion at fast-spreading centers, as 187 

mantle temperature variation changes total melt volume and crustal thickness (Bown 188 

and White 1994; Langmuir and Forsyth 2007).  189 
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Curie point depth and ridge depth can be used to indicate mantle temperature  190 

(Dalton et al. 2014; Li et al. 2017; Wiens et al. 2006). Magnetic anomalies 191 

approximately follow the 550 °C isotherm (Li et al. 2013; Mayhew 1982; Tselentis 192 

1991). Ridge depth variation, and its dependence on isostatic compensation, 193 

constrains the temperature of the asthenospheric mantle (Dalton et al. 2014; Turcotte 194 

and Schubert 2002). Within 5 Ma isochrons from slow to fast-spreading centers, Curie 195 

point depth deepens from 12.5 to 17.5 km on average (Fig. 4a). The same pattern 196 

holds within 1 Ma isochrons (Li et al. 2017). Meanwhile, average ridge depth 197 

increases progressively from 2.6 to 3.4 km (Fig. 4b). These trends demonstrate that 198 

mantle temperature decreases gradually from slow to fast-spreading ridges, probably 199 

causing decreasing oceanic crustal thickness. The stronger hydrothermal cooling 200 

effect with increasing spreading rate  (Baker 2009; Baker et al. 1996; Li et al. 2017) 201 

might reduce mantle potential temperature and thin crust at fast-spreading centers 202 

(Morgan and Chen, 1994; Chen 2000; Maclennan et al. 2005). 203 

4.2. Melt volume versus spreading rate 204 

Crustal thickness is a critical proxy of melt volume at ocean ridges, but melt 205 

volume per unit time is the product of oceanic crustal thickness and spreading width 206 

(Appendix B). Spreading width within two isochrons increases from slow to fast-207 

spreading centers (10-95 km). Overall, the estimated melt volume increases linearly 208 

with increasing spreading rate (Fig. 5). Thus, decompression by seafloor spreading 209 
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primarily controls total melt production and dominates crustal accretion (Klein and 210 

Langmuir 1987; Langmuir et al. 1992). 211 

Unexpectedly, our observed average melt volume drops noticeably when half 212 

spreading rate is larger than 50 mm/yr (Fig. 5). This slowdown of melt production rate 213 

indicates that other factors must constrain mantle melting at fast-spreading centers. To 214 

test this hypothesis, we first investigate the factor of temperature, since a reducing 215 

temperature pattern from slow to fast-spreading centers has already been revealed by 216 

Curie point and ridge depths (Fig. 4). Moreover, the linear decrease of MgO content 217 

with increasing spreading rate from global mid-ocean ridge basalts (Fig. 5 inset) 218 

(Rubin and Sinton 2007) suggests that eruptive temperatures at fast-spreading centers 219 

are roughly 20 °C lower than at slow-spreading centers (Coogan 2014). 220 

To understand the temperature effect on melt volume, we estimate theoretical 221 

melt volumes using numerical modeling (Appendix B) and compare them with our 222 

results from gravity inversion. Overall, the simulated melt volume matches the 223 

observed volume well when the temperature at the base of the lithosphere (Tlab) is 224 

fixed to 1330 °C (blue solid lines in Fig. 5 and Fig. 9), but again a discrepancy was 225 

observed at fast-spreading centers. Taking into account the temperature difference (20 226 

°C) suggested by MgO analysis (Rubin and Sinton 2007), simulated melt volumes 227 

were recalculated at fast-spreading centers (50< Sr < 95 mm/yr) by decreasing Tlab to 228 

1310 °C. Consequently, newly simulated volumes (red dash lines in Fig. 5 and S3) 229 

matches well with the gravity-derived results. We argue that the low temperature 230 
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anomaly (20 °C) restrains the melting beneath fast-spreading ridges, and overshadows 231 

the increase of melt volume from decompression. 232 

5. Temperature modulation in oceanic crustal accretion 233 

5.1. Conductive versus hydrothermal cooling 234 

A 20 °C anomaly of mantle potential temperature is significant beneath fast-235 

spreading centers, considering narrow variations (50-60 °C) along global mid-ocean 236 

ridges (Collier and Kelemen 2010; Kimura and Sano 2012; Niu and O’Hara 2008; 237 

Shen and Forsyth 1995), though wide variations (100-150 °C) are found deep beneath 238 

ridges (> 300 km) (Dalton et al. 2014). Compared with slow-spreading ridges, 239 

however, steady magma chamber with robust melt supply may provide more heat 240 

supply beneath fast-spreading centers, and the crust around known hotspots has 241 

already been excluded. Thus, this low 20 °C temperature anomaly at fast-spreading 242 

centers is probably caused by stronger heat loss than at slow-spreading centers. 243 

Young oceanic lithosphere suffers extensive heat loss through heat conduction and 244 

hydrothermal convection around the mid-ocean ridge (Stein and Stein 1994). 245 

The timescale of conductive heat transfer is estimated to evaluate the 246 

efficiency of lithospheric conductive cooling. According to the relationship between 247 

thermal transfer conductivity, heat capacity, and thermal diffusivity (κ) (Turcotte and 248 

Schubert 2002), the time of heat transfer (Δt) is 249 

 .             (3) 250 
2Lt
k

D =
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Here L is the depth to the top of a heat source. Since the depth of axial melting 251 

lens decreases with increasing spreading rate (Coogan 2014), the minimum time of 252 

conductive heat transfer (Δt) from axial melting lens to seafloor is expected at fast-253 

spreading centers. If we set L = 1500 m (Coogan 2014) and κ = 10-6 m2/s (Turcotte 254 

and Schubert 2002), the estimated Δt is more than 70,000 yr. This time of conductive 255 

heat loss is much longer than magmatic process in millennia to decades at ocean 256 

ridges (Brandl et al. 2016; Cannat et al. 2004; Rubin 2014). Considering the low 257 

efficiency of conductive cooling (Searle 2013), heat loss by lithospheric conduction 258 

can be neglected during the crustal accretion (Bown and White 1994). 259 

Hydrothermal flow controls the shallow thermal structure beneath active mid-260 

ocean ridges (Hasenclever et al. 2014). Approximately 5×1014 kg of seawater, heated 261 

from 2 to > 400 °C, carries 30-50% of oceanic heat flux every year (Grose and 262 

Afonso 2015; Wolery and Sleep 1976) and decreases conductive heat flow 263 

dramatically within young oceanic lithosphere (Hasterok et al. 2011; Stein and Stein 264 

1994). Furthermore, hydrothermal cooling becomes stronger with increasing 265 

spreading rate (Baker 2009; Baker et al. 1996; Li and Wang 2018). Especially at fast-266 

spreading centers, seawater can penetrate deep gabbros (Cherkaoui et al. 2003; Dygert 267 

et al. 2017; Hasenclever et al. 2014; Nicolas et al. 2003; Theissen-Krah et al. 2016) 268 

and promote cooling rate by at least 2 order of magnitude in the lower crust 269 

(Maclennan et al. 2005; Sun and Lissenberg 2018). Additionally, hydrothermal 270 

convection can cool down axial melting lens from 1200 to 600 °C within decades 271 

(Fontaine et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2014). Thus, highly efficient hydrothermal cooling 272 
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dominates heat loss of ocean ridges, limits magmatic process at ridge crests (e.g. 273 

Morgan and Chen, 1993; Chen, 2000; Maclennan et al. 2005), reduces mantle 274 

temperature and melt production beneath fast-spreading ridges. 275 

5.2. Hydrothermal modulation on oceanic crustal thickness  276 

Local geology (i.e. heat source and channels for seawater circulation within 277 

rocks) governs the power of hydrothermal circulation and cooling (Edmonds et al. 278 

2003; Schmeling et al. 2017). Magma supply becomes more robust with increasing 279 

spreading rate (Coogan 2014; Perfit and Jr. Chadwick 1998). With shallower magma 280 

chambers and higher eruption frequency at fast-spreading centers, percolated seawater 281 

can be heated up more rapidly, and greatly enhance the incidence and intensity of 282 

hydrothermal activity (Baker 2009). Thus, seafloor massive sulfides (SMSs, 283 

percentage < 2%) can rarely be deposited and detected at fast-spreading centers, but 284 

they are abundant (> 98%) around slow and ultraslow-spreading ridges (Carbotte and 285 

Scheirer 2004). 286 

Channels, including extensional faults, micro-cracks, and fissures, can 287 

efficiently increase the permeability of oceanic crust and promote hydrothermal 288 

circulation. Extensional faults generally develop in the brittle upper crust and end near 289 

the brittle-ductile boundary (800°C, Fig. 6a) (Manning et al. 1996; Wiens and Stein 290 

1984). Therefore, extensional faults usually cannot get close to magma chamber with 291 

high temperatures (1000-1200°C). However, when dikes and upper gabbros are 292 

cooled by large quantities of seawater, plenty of micro-cracks can be generated by 293 
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thermal contraction of anisotropic gabbros in the ductile lower crust (Boudier et al. 294 

2005; Nicolas et al. 2003). Meanwhile, the penetrated seawater would be heated 295 

rapidly (> 1000 °C) and increase the pressure greatly in the adjacent areas beneath 296 

fast-spreading ridges, when contracting micro-cracks extend around the shallow and 297 

wide magma chambers (Nicolas et al. 2003). Fronts of micro-cracks will induce 298 

plenty of hydro-fracturing fissures (Fig. 6a) (Manning et al. 2000; Nicolas et al. 299 

2003). Extensional faults, micro-cracks, and fissures constitute a whole-crust fracture 300 

network beneath fast-spreading centers (Fig. 6a). The greatly increased permeability 301 

can promote the intensity of hydrothermal circulation to magma chamber effectively.  302 

In contrast, micro-cracks at slow-spreading centers are generally far away 303 

from deep magma chamber and fail to generate hydro-fracturing fissures. Thus, most 304 

of hydrothermal circulations would be constrained in the upper crust (Fig. 6b), and 305 

hardly affect mantle melting beneath slow-spreading ridges. For example, cooling rate 306 

is estimated at 10-3-10-4 °C/yr at the slow-spreading Mid-Atlantic ridge (Lissenberg et 307 

al. 2009), whereas at the fast-spreading East Pacific Rise it is estimated at 10-2 °C/yr 308 

(Sun and Lissenberg 2018). Thus, with the whole-crust fracture network, 309 

hydrothermal circulations at fast-spreading centers may decrease the potential 310 

temperature and melt fraction of magma chamber effectively, causing regionally 311 

larger Curie point and ridge depths, smaller melt volume, and thinner oceanic crust. 312 
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6. Conclusion 313 

Previous studies indicated that oceanic crustal thickness is independent of 314 

spreading rate from slow to fast-spreading centers. However, this viewpoint is limited 315 

by sparse and scattered measurements on a global scale. In this study, we provide a 316 

global oceanic crustal thickness model of a 10 km resolution based on gravity 317 

observations. Our new model preserves the main features of seismic model but offers 318 

a denser and more uniform coverage. After excluding the data influenced by hotspots 319 

(< 500 km), oceanic crustal thicknesses between 0 and 5 Ma are compiled to re-320 

correlate with spreading rate. 321 

 A steady decrease of oceanic crustal thickness is revealed from slow to fast-322 

spreading centers. The linear trend correlates well with the variations of geothermal 323 

proxies, i.e. deepening Curie point depth and increasing ridge depth, both indicating 324 

that diminishing mantle temperature could be one of the major causes of the drop in 325 

oceanic crustal thickness and melt production. We estimate melt volume at different 326 

ridges based on our global crustal thickness model. Gravity-observed melt volume 327 

correlates well with spreading rate, since spreading rate is the primary controlling 328 

factor on total melt volume. Nevertheless, melt production rate slows down at fast-329 

spreading centers (Fig. 5), which can be simulated with a lower mantle temperature 330 

by 20 °C, showing an effect of temperature on mantle melting. 331 

We suggest that extensive hydrothermal circulations penetrate the whole-crust 332 

at fast-spreading centers. This efficient cooling process probably decreases mantle 333 

temperature, melt volume and oceanic crustal thickness. Mantle temperature has a 334 
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profound impact on the oceanic crustal accretion, particularly at fast-spreading 335 

centers. 336 
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 349 

Fig. 1 The global oceanic crustal thickness model from gravity inversion. White lines 350 

mark major plate boundaries (Demets et al. 1990). White stars show main oceanic 351 

mantle hotspots (http://www.mantleplumes.org/ CompleateHotspot.html) 352 
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 353 

 354 

Fig. 2 (a) The correlation of crustal thickness between our gravity-derived model and 355 

Crust1.0 model. (b) and (c) are distributions of crustal thickness from Crust1.0 model 356 

and our gravity inversion, respectively. Our gravity-derived thicknesses can be best 357 

fitted by a mixture of two normal distributions, with mean and standard deviations at 358 

7.3 km and 2.8 km, and 13.5 km and 8.1 km, respectively. The percentage of the first 359 

normal distribution is 0.81 and the second is 0.19 360 
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 361 

Fig. 3 Crustal thickness (H) variation with spreading rate (Sr) within 5 Ma isochrons 362 

(10 < Sr < 95 mm/yr). Data points within a radius of 500 km around hotspots are 363 

removed (Fig. 1). The means (open squares) and standard deviations (black error bars) 364 

are based on colored dots those are within 2.5 times standard deviation of the linear 365 

trend in each confidence interval (2 mm/yr). The red solid line is a linear regression of 366 

the mean values of H. The inset (a) shows an approximately standard normal 367 

distribution of the standardized residual H for light blue data points, indicating a 368 

robust linear regression from slow to fast-spreading centers. The inset (b) modified 369 

from Bown and White (1994) shows different mantle melt fraction below ridges 370 

predicted at different half spreading rates (mm/yr) with a constant mantle potential 371 

temperature of 1300ºC. Melting volume can be estimated from triangular areas at 372 

different spreading rates 373 
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 374 

Fig. 4 Curie point depth and ridge depth correlations with spreading rate (10 < Sr < 95 375 

mm/yr). (a) Curie depths (Zb) within 5 Ma isochrons of active spreading centers are 376 

from the global reference model of Curie depth (Li et al. 2017). (b) Ridge depth (Rd) 377 
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variation with spreading rate (Sr) within 5 Ma isochrons of active spreading centers 378 

from the SRTM30+ model (Becker et al. 2009). The means (open squares) and 379 

standard deviations (black error bars) are based on colored dots that are within 2.5 380 

times standard deviation of linear trend in each confidence interval. The red solid 381 

lines are linear regressions of mean values of Zb and Rd for 10 < Sr < 95 mm/yr and Sr 382 

> 95 mm/yr, respectively. Two insets show two approximate standard normal 383 

distributions of standardized residual Zb and Rd for light blue data points, indicating 384 

robust linear regressions from slow to fast-spreading centers 385 
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 386 

Fig. 5 Melt volume variation with half spreading rate along mid-ocean ridges within 1 387 

Ma isochrons for a 1 km length segment (10 < Sr < 95 mm/yr). Gravity-observed melt 388 

volume is estimated from the product of crustal thickness and spreading rate 389 

(Appendix B.1). The means (open squares) of gravity-derived melt volumes and 390 

standard deviations (black error bars) are based on colored dots that are within 2.5 391 

times standard deviation of the linear trend in each confidence interval. Blue and red 392 

dotted lines with corresponding circles are from numerical modeling at different 393 

spreading rates. Tlab represents the temperature at the base of the lithosphere. The 394 

inset shows that liquidus temperature varies with half spreading rate based on MgO 395 

content in the MORB (Rubin and Sinton 2007) 396 

 397 
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 398 

Fig. 6 Schematic models of crustal accretion at fast (a) and slow (b) spreading centers, 399 

modified from Sinton and Detrick (1992) and Coogan (2014). The dashed blue lines 400 

with arrows display hydrothermal circulations beneath ridges. The white line in (a) 401 

represents the ductile brittle transition boundary inferred from Bécel et al. (2015). The 402 

thin black lines are micro-cracks within gabbros. The grey filled lines around the 403 

chamber wall in (a) represent hydro-fracturing fissures 404 
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APPENDIX A: On ultraslow and superfast-spreading centers  608 

A.1 Ultraslow-spreading Centers 609 

Our estimated oceanic crustal thicknesses decrease rapidly when spreading 610 

rate gets smaller at ultraslow ridges (Sr < 10 mm/yr) (Fig. 7), consistent with seismic 611 

(Chen 1992; Reid and Jackson 1981) and geochemical results (White et al. 1992). The 612 

top of the melting region can reach a depth of 30 km as spreading rate decreases to 2.5 613 

mm/yr (Fig. 7 inset b) (Bown and White 1994). These trends correspond to increasing 614 

Curie point depth (from 12 to 14 km, Fig. 8a) and ridge depth (from 3 to 3.7 km, Fig. 615 

8b). Besides, most oceanic crust thinner than 5 km were found at ultraslow-spreading 616 

ridges (Fig. 7) due to low melt production (< 100 km3/Ma/km, Fig. 9) caused by 617 

significant conductive heat loss (White et al. 2001). Furthermore, an exclusive oblique 618 

spreading pattern at ultraslow-spreading centers, e.g., the Arctic ridge, could weaken 619 

decompression effect and reduce melt production (Dick et al. 2003).  620 

A.2 Superfast-spreading Centers 621 

From fast to superfast-spreading ridges (Sr > 95 mm/yr), mean crustal thickness 622 

increases rapidly from 6 to 8 km (Fig. 7). This trend is consistent with decreasing 623 

Curie point and ridge depths (Fig. 8) and increasing melt volume (Fig. 9). Abundant 624 

magma supplies at superfast-spreading ridges result in a much higher extrusive to 625 

intrusive ratio than that at fast-spreading ridges. For example, at fast-spreading East 626 

Pacific Rise (Sr = 65 mm/yr), the Deep Sea Drilling Project at Hess Deep reveals that 627 

extrusive lavas are usually thinner than sheeted dikes (Dick et al. 1992). However, at 628 
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the superfast-spreading East Pacific Rise (Sr = 110 mm/yr), Umino et al. (2008) found 629 

a very thick sequence of extrusive rocks (881 m) overlying a thin sheeted dike of 630 

intrusive rocks (346 m) in Ocean Drilling Program Hole 1256D. Here strong 631 

decompression melting, which produces large melt volumes (Fig. 9) and high ridge 632 

temperatures (Li et al. 2017), dominates the formation of oceanic crust. 633 

 634 
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 635 

Fig. 7 Crustal thickness (H) variation with spreading rate (Sr) within 5 Ma isochrons. 636 

Data points within a radius of 500 km around hotspots are removed (Fig. 1). The red 637 

and green solid lines are linear regressions of mean values of H for 10 < Sr < 95 638 

mm/yr and Sr > 95 mm/yr, respectively. Other label interpretations refer to Fig. 3 639 
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 640 

Fig. 8 Curie point depth and ridge depth correlation with spreading rate. The red and 641 

green solid lines are linear regressions of mean values of Zb and Rd for 10 < Sr < 95 642 

mm/yr and Sr > 95 mm/yr, respectively. Other label interpretations refer to Fig. 4 643 
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 644 

Fig. 9 Melt volume variation with half spreading rate along mid-ocean ridges within 1 645 

Ma isochrons for a 1 km length segment. Blue and red solid lines with corresponding 646 

circles are from numerical modeling at different spreading rates. Other label 647 

interpretations refer to Fig. 5  648 
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APPENDIX B: Melt volume from gravity observation and numerical modeling 649 

B.1 Observed melt volume 650 

Our observed melt volume at a mid-ocean ridge (MOR) is an upper bound on 651 

the volume of crust, as it assumes 100% melt extraction. A transect of MOR is 652 

defined to be 1 km long along the ridge and within 1 Ma isochrons. Thus, the unit of 653 

melt volume is km3/km/Ma. The transect area = (Sr × 1 Ma) × 1 km, where Sr is the 654 

half spreading rate. Then melt volume is the product of crustal thickness and the area 655 

of transect. 656 

B.2 Numerical modeling of melt volume 657 

Here melt volume is computed using a numerical model. The model is 658 

governed by the equations of conservation of momentum, mass and energy (e.g. 659 

McKenzie, 1984), namely, 660 

   661 

where 𝜂 is the viscosity,  the symmetrized gradient, u the velocity, 𝑝 the pressure, 662 

ρ the density, g the gravity acceleration, Cp the heat capacity, T the temperature, k the 663 

thermal conductivity and f a heat source term. Bold symbols denote vectorial 664 

quantities. 665 
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Rheology is assumed to be viscous and is governed by two power laws for 666 

dislocation and diffusion creep deformation mechanisms, which are combined using a 667 

harmonic mean to produce an effective viscosity. Rheological parameters are taken 668 

from Hirth and Kohlstedt (2003).  The heat capacity is set to be a constant (1000 J·kg-669 

1·K-1), whereas thermal expansion coefficient and thermal conductivity are dependent 670 

on temperature and pressure (Fei, 1995 and Hofmeister 1999, respectively). The main 671 

phase transitions of olivine are included in the model (olivine, wedsleyite, 672 

ringwoodite and Mg-perovskite). The stability field of these mineral phases is 673 

parameterized based on their Clapeyron slopes and the density is modified 674 

accordingly (Guest et al. 2004; Katsura and Ito 1989; Katsura et al. 2004). 675 

The heat source term, f, includes the following contributions, 676 

 677 

The term fs accounts for the viscous dissipation, and σij and εij are the stress and strain 678 

rate tensors respectively. The term fa includes the heat changes due to adiabatic 679 

compression and decompression of materials. 𝛼 is the thermal expansivity, uz is the 680 

vertical component of velocity, and g is the vertical component of gravity vector. 681 

Finally, the term ft (10E-8W·m-3) includes the radiogenic heating due to the decay of 682 

radioactive isotopes in the mantle composition. 683 

The space discretization of equations (1a) and (1b) is done via mixed finite 684 

elements with unknowns of velocity and pressure (Donea and Huerta 2002). The 685 
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interpolation is quadratic for velocities and linear for pressure, therefore guaranteeing 686 

the numerical stability of the solution. Temperatures are computed from Eq. (1c) and 687 

are interpolated using linear elements. Time discretization is done using a two-stage 688 

Padé method of second order. 689 

The space domain represents one half spreading center with a width and height 690 

of 660 km (Fig. 10). The computational mesh is composed by non-uniformly 691 

distributed triangles, with a maximum resolution at ridges, where element size is 2.5 692 

km length. Then the size of triangles gets larger with increasing depth and distance to 693 

the ridges. 694 

Surface temperatures are imposed to be 0 °C at the surface and 1607 °C at the 695 

bottom (660 km depth) based on a potential temperature of 1277ºC and an adiabatic 696 

gradient of 0.5 °C km-1. Note that despite temperature fields in Fig. 11 are shown in 697 

the region of interest (until 100 km depth), the model goes down to 660 km depth. 698 

Heat flux is zero on the lateral walls. The initial temperature corresponds to a half-699 

space cooling model (Afonso et al. 2008). The spreading rate is imposed as a 700 

boundary condition on the surface, while velocity is free-slip on the other three walls 701 

of the computational domain.  702 
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 703 

Fig. 10 Computational domain of half mid ocean ridge (located at the left). The 704 

dashed line marks the area shown in Fig. 11 705 

 706 

Melting is computed as a post process of temperatures and pressures using the 707 

model (and the code) of Katz et al. (2003). The melt fraction is defined as: 708 
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where  is the weight fraction of water dissolved in the melt,  the total 710 

weight fraction of water,  the temperature when cpx is totally dissolved, 711 

the solidus temperature of mantle,  the liquidus temperature of mantle, 712 

the liquidus temperature of lherzolite,  the temperature variation due to the 713 

bulk water,  the weight fraction of F when cpx is totally dissolved,  and  714 

the exponents of melt function. 715 

Finally, melt volume is obtained by integrating the melt fraction F in the region 716 

within 1 Ma isochrons. This melt volume is assumed to be constant along the ridge 717 

and thus, it corresponds to a ridge transect of 1 km long. The models run until a 718 

steady state is obtained and melt fraction does not change with time. The final 719 

temperature distributions do not depend on the initial temperature condition, which 720 

just vary at different spreading centers. Snapshots of temperatures and melt fraction 721 

are show in Fig. 11. 722 
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 723 

Fig. 11 Snapshots of modelled temperature (a), (c), (e), (g) and melt fraction (b), (d), 724 

(f), (h) of a mid-ocean ridge at a spreading rate Rr = 10 mm/yr. Area shown 725 

corresponds to the ridge region where partial melting occurs. Melting field becomes 726 

steady after 10 Ma of seafloor spreading 727 
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